Discussion held at Cooperation between types of libraries; the beginnings of a State plan for library services in Illinois (Papers presented at the Allerton Park Institute November 3-6, 1968) by unknown
DISCUSSION
James Andrews (Argonne National Laboratory): Each group discussion
leader is going to present the viewpoint of his group as a whole and we then
want to let any one contribute in any way they wish, either by giving reasons for
supporting one or more suggestions from the group leaders or by offering any
type of account or suggestion, argument or rebuttal. The topics break down into
three general groups. First, discussion of the organization that might be devel-
oped as the beginning of an increased program for cooperation among libraries
within the state; second, the possible ways of funding; and third, special pro-
jects, some of which might logically come before an organization is decided
upon and others after the organization is set up and part of the actual work is
done.
In regard to funding, Miss McDonald has indicated that there could be as
much as $40,000 in federal money available which would come, however, only
to match money provided within the state. This matching money could be
provided by any one of a number of means, but any money available is probably
going to have to be competed for and the competition would be against other
projects that might be just as worthy. The money could be spent in various
ways: for meetings; to pay the salary of a coordinator, a director, or consultant;
or it could be used to pay for a means of communication or publication. We will
now hear from the groups in numerical order.
Mary McDonald (Illinois State Library): Group one included librarians in
Jacksonville, Lincoln, Springfield, Decatur, Champaign and Charleston the strip
across the middle of the state. Our discussion adhered quite closely to the
general pattern that Mr. Andrews outlined. As for organization, the initial com-
ment when we brought up this matter was "Deliver us from more organizations;
let us use what we have." There was also general agreement that two concurrent
approaches should be taken the local cooperative efforts and the statewide
over-all approach.
Three statewide organizational points of view were expressed: a) Build
from the local level on the public library system structure already in existence,
and expand the research and reference top-level structure for planning and for
service purposes; b) the Illinois Library Association (ILA) and the Illinois Chap-
ter of Special Libraries Association (SLA) represent, or can represent, most
Illinois libraries; therefore, these two groups should establish a joint committee
which would include a representative of the State Library, and which would
plan, direct and coordinate the cooperative programs for Illinois, c) The State
Library should assume the responsibility for developing and implementing state-
wide cooperative programs for Illinois. The State Library Advisory Committee
should recommend expansion of the present State Library orientation from the
public library to include other sectors of the Illinois library community. If
necessary, the Advisory Committee should recommend statutory changes to
make this change in orientation possible.
As for budget, our group recommended that the 1969 fiscal year funds be
used for further planning meetings and to hire a full-time, carefully chosen
coordinator this appointment, of course, would require continuing expenditure
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beyond fiscal 1969. Any remaining funds after these first two kinds of expendi-
ture should be applied to some portion of the following projects. The group
recognized that priorities on projects would have to be set by the governing
body and that by their nature some of the projects would run beyond fiscal
1969. Some of these suggested projects are strictly on the local level and
probably could be developed without extensive expenditures of Title III funds.
As for the locally oriented projects, they might include the following:
1) Area-wide and eventually some sort of state-wide consolidation of film
collections and services, eliminating by consolidation the small uneconomic col-
lections that seem to be proliferating around the state.
2) Workshops for in-service training and development of further ideas, for
small area cooperative projects.
3) Area book selection meetings, especially for the evaluation ofjuvenile
books and then proceeding from there to more of a state-wide point of view.
4) A directory of the library resources of Illinois with location and the
kind of materials held.
5) Adequate exchange of ideas and information; a newsletter on coopera-
tive programs and projects should be issued as an insert to Illinois Libraries.
6) An accurate and complete mailing list of all libraries in Illinois, to be
kept up-to-date.
7) For the information of systems considering the problem of unserved
areas, a study to find out who uses the State Library, where these users are, for
what they use it and how frequently.
8) Expanded high quality consultant services for all kinds of libraries.
9) Greater participation of the State Library Advisory Committee in the
state's broad library picture.
10) Providing the coordinator with a plane and a pilot via contract with
some company offering small plane service; a great deal of valuable staff time
can be wasted in driving from one place to another.
11) Work through the Governor's office to encourage appreciation and
implementation of the role of library service given by the code departments to
institutions under their jurisdiction. This goes into the Title IV-A aspects of
LSCA, and requires liaison with the Governor's commission on intergovern-
mental relations to develop its assistance in coordinating library programs at the
local level.
12) Development of standards for librarianship, e.g., certification, salaries,
and fringe benefits.
1 3) Consideration of library service to groups such as those under Title
IV-A and B: the handicapped, and the inmates, patients, and residents of state
institutions.
1 4) Cooperation in technical services such as pooling requests for MARC
cards in developing centralized processing.
William Bryan (Peoria Public Library): Our group covered the general
area stretching from the quad-cities through Monmouth, Galesburg, Peoria and
Bloomington. We began our discussion by talking about existing cooperative
projects between types of libraries, and then quickly went into this same type of
local cooperative project. Our recommendation is that local groups of librarians
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should start regular discussion on their own as soon as possible. They should
involve their governing boards when they have something to tell them, and they
should start cooperative programs as soon as they can. We observed the instruc-
tion to consider only next steps, and therefore, we did not draw up any details.
In regard to the state-wide program approach, we felt that we do not need
another survey but we still kept using the words "study," "survey," and so on. I
think we meant that we wanted a plan for cooperation between types of libraries
and we wanted supporting evidence to back the need for such a plan, but not
just a regular thorough survey of everything in the state.
Our approach was to follow the program generally of the ILA Library
Development Committee. We thought that the start should be made through a
special committee of ILA, not the present Library Development Committee, but
a special one that might even be a joint committee of ILA, SLA, CollegeLA and
any other LA's that might want to take part. We did not believe it should be
within the State Library at this point. Of course, we believed that the committee
should apply for a Title III grant, through a contract with the State Library, as
did the Library Development Committee, and that a one-year program for the
development of a plan will be needed. There should be an outside paid director
or coordinator, but here again we did not go beyond the first steps. We drew up
a minimum budget of about $50,000. This was before I knew that more money
than that might possibly be tapped. We believed that a salary for the coordinator
should be such that it would attract an able person, one who could take a leave
of absence from a permanent job perhaps, who would be paid enough to support
two establishments for a year if he was not able to return to his home every
night; if he was not from Illinois, he would have to be able to go home with
some frequency and should be paid enough to do so. He would have to have a
secretary and an office that would be at a convenient location for him, and
therefore this means a paid office and not one provided free by some generous
library or system. Our budget came out something like this: coordinator,
$21,000; secretary, $7,000; office, $5,000; supplies, $2,000; travel, $10,000;
telephone, $6,000. We did not attach a figure to meetings nor to printing a
report and if those costs were added, the total would probably run over
$50,000.
Charles DeYoung (Bur Oak Regional Library): Group three takes in the
suburban western edge of Chicago, the southern suburban area to Kankakee,
Joliet, Kankakee County, Will County, Grundy County, DuPage County, and
parts of Cook County. We feel that as far as organization is concerned, some
type of central director is definitely needed whether he be a coordinator or a
consultant. It is also very important that a fair share of push come from the grass
roots level, that the local approach is needed, and that not everything should be
handed down from the top. We did not attempt to draw up a budget, but we
definitely felt there would be need for planning, organizing, staffing, rent, secre-
tarial help, expenses for group meetings, printing, publications and the like.
We had a fair amount of discussion about who or what group should get
everything started; for example, if a meeting were held of representatives from
various organizations, who would send out invitations? The feeling was that the
State Library would possibly be the logical source, but it is swamped at the
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moment. We discussed various other sources, such as ILA and other state organ-
izations, but we finally decided that the University of Illinois Graduate School
of Library Science might be the best central source to start formation of an ad
hoc group, inviting various existing groups to come to the initial meeting, by
asking the president or head of each to appoint representatives.
Thus we propose that a meeting of this sort be sponsored by the Univer-
sity of Illinois, with invitations to go to the active state library organizations,
including accredited library schools and any other agency or individual in the
state who could make a contribution to the group, e.g., the Office of Public
Instruction, the State Library, of course, the Illinois Audio-Visual Association
and any other interested associations, and to ask the groups to identify the next
steps needed to foster a state plan in library cooperation. We did not tie it down
in any way; we left it quite broad in regard to possible activities or projects. We
had the feeling that this should be left up to the thinking and discretion of this
ad hoc group when it meets.
Mary Howe (Lewis and Clark Library System): We had in our group the
directors of the Kaskaskia Library System, the Great River Library System, and
the Lewis and Clark Library System, a private college librarian, two librarians
from a public university, and a school librarian. We discussed how we could
develop this plan with which we were charged, and we agreed that we should
first align our services to the user and find out how we could orient these
services to the user and that further, we should teach the user, that is, adults,
youth, children, librarians, administrators, and so forth, where to get his services.
There should be meetings with administrators and librarians of different types of
libraries to iron out common problems, and other personnel should be brought
in according to the problem to be solved.
By using the existing framework, that is, the already established eighteen
library systems in Illinois, these meetings could be initiated by them and could
be held either at system headquarters or the central public library within the
system. Some of the areas of cooperation suggested by the group are:
1) National library week.
2) Career days or recruitment programs.
3) Resources, with specific descriptions of the subject areas available.
4) Making periodical holdings a part of the union list of serials of the
twenty-nine Illinois colleges, as a continuing project.
5) Restudy and evaluation of the present network of public library sys-
tems.
6) A coordinator of interlibrary cooperation to be named to work from or
with an ILA committee or the State Library.
7) Development of communications between different types of libraries;
as a part of this point there should be an equipment inventory, a description of
projects in progress could probably be a part of Illinois Libraries on a regular
schedule, TWX should be established in the eighteen systems as well as the four
research and reference centers, and a network of distribution of materials to
libraries should be developed. This last point involves delivery of materials, and
there is already a good start in this direction, including daily service between
Champaign and Chicago, Edwardsville and Carbondale, and several other cities.
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A directory of the libraries within the different systems is needed, showing the
personnel, services, resources, and hours open (similar to the American Library
Directory).
8) A study of the legal relationships between public and private schools
and the public library.
9) Development of materials examination centers of both nonprint and
print materials.
10) Processing of materials to be done by the most economical and best
organization, and commercial firms to be used, if this seems best.
11) The problem of mass assignments made by teachers; we have all
talked about this for many years, and there were some in our group who said
that this problem should definitely be tackled and a solution found.
12) Automation should be considered as a technique to implement the
interlibrary program. Every library, regardless of its type, should be encouraged
to have a telephone.
We decided upon an $80,000 budget, distributed as follows: $35,000 for a
coordinator plus a secretary and office help ; printing and distributing the union
list of serials, $5,000; meeting expenses, $5,000; and the teletype to encompass
all of the eighteen centers plus the four R and R centers, $25,000. Finally, we
felt that an editor should be hired for the continuence of the college list of
serials if we were going to add other libraries to it, and that added another
$10,000.
Joanne Aufdenkamp (Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago): Most
of the participants of group five were from Chicago, and I think we had a
representative from every type of library. We have four formal proposals. One is
that we need firmer knowledge than we now have of resouces in the state. We
suggest that the College and Research Section of the Illinois Library Association
and the University of Illinois Library Research Center jointly undertake a study
of the existing directories of resources such as Lee Ash's Subject Collections, the
American Library Directory, and the Directory of Special Libraries and
Information Centers, to determine if this present record of resources is adequate.
If it is not, they should make recommendations for obtaining the needed
information. Secondly, what are likely to be the informational and intellectual
resource needs of the people of Illinois for the next generation or two? Are the
present institutions appropriate for their needs; if not, what ought to be done to
satisfy them? The problem should be approached through a conference of
selected creative minds, including librarians, sociologists, educators, etc. It is
recommended that this be referred to the Illinois State Library Advisory Com-
mittee.
Our third proposal is to bring all existing library facilities and resources
together in a unified state-wide information network. The present Illinois library
systems' structure should be considered as a logical base to which all other
elements of the library community can be added. This requires study of the
existing barriers to cooperation and the potential demands which such consolida-
tion will make on all units in such a state-wide plan. We recommend that the
Library Development Committee of the ILA bring together the appropriate
representatives of the library profession to begin this procedure. It is recom-
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mended that the present available Title HI funds be allocated to the Library
Development Committee for its use in implementing the development of the
plan. And fourthly, in order to stimulate and encourage action programs in
interlibrary cooperation as soon as possible, we recommend that the Library
Development Committee of the Illinois Library Association encourage the State
Library to create a position of coordinator or consultant for interlibrary
cooperation to monitor and encourage activities, plans, and potentialities of
interlibrary cooperation between all types of libraries.
John Abbott (Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville): I would like to
reemphasize a point that Mrs. Howe made because I do not think it was other-
wise brought out, and that is the need for a current reporting service. In most
respects I think Illinois Libraries is very good, but it does not include adequate
current information on projects throughout the state. For example, one project
now in progress, the union list of serials of twenty-nine libraries, is not nearly as
well known as it should be. Our discussion group was the only one to place any
emphasis on the union list of serials, and this was due in large part to the fact
that the other groups were not aware of the possibilities of this project. The
editing of the union list is now nearing completion, and in my thinking we have
the opportunity here for a broadly based list of serials. The University of Illinois
list of periodicals includes something like 60,000 non-periodical serials titles;
there is no national equivalent to this. New Serials Titles does not do the job in
the same way, and it is essential here not only for Illinois but for inter-state
progress.
Father Jovian Lang (Quincy College): Group three (Mr. DeYoung's
group) proposed the possiblity of having an ad hoc committee meet and even-
tually from this might come a coordinator, as so many of the others have
requested. During our sessions, my group discussed whether such a committee
should be formed first or whether the coordinator should be appointed first and
given the task of choosing from the various groups and associations the people
with whom he would like to work. The consensus of our group was exactly the
opposite to that of group three, because we felt that if a coordinator was
appointed and knew what he was to accomplish, it would be much better for
him to find those people with whom he could work. He could work more
successfully with the particular men that he had in mind, whereas by having the
committee appointed first, such an ad hoc group would get together, perhaps
make suggestions and then the coordinator might feel that he would have to
answer not only to that group but eventually, if he were appointed by some
agency or authority, as would almost have to occur, he would have respon-
sibilities in both directions.
Mr. DeYoung: If a coordinator is appointed first, who is going to select
him? My thinking is that we should start the ad hoc group and take it from here.
Father Lang: We felt that the State Library is the palce where the respon-
sibility would be, because the coordinator would somehow have to be respon-
sible to it and no matter how we eventually work it out, the person in this job
would have to answer to the state. Even if the ad hoc group were to decide on
some person eventually, it is not going to be able to pay his salary and probably
would not even be able to find him or to hire him. It would have to be an
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appointment by the state and this is the reason why we thought that working
from the bottom would be less advisable than to have the person appointed by
the State Librarian. The State Librarian would know what qualities this person
should have, he would be able to call upon various people to offer suggestions as
to who this person should be, and eventaully it would have to be his appoint-
ment.
James Smith (Cicero Public Schools): I do not think that we are at such
extremes as it appears. One of the main reasons we went to the idea of the ad
hoc group was that the State Library, as has been mentioned, is swamped, it is
short six librarians, and right now it does not know which way to turn. In this
case then we suggest that the ad hoc group be set up as a beginning or intro-
duction to eliminate the confusion that we would have otherwise. The coordi-
nator would probably go into the State Library, but the State Library at this
time to our understanding is not ready to handle this task because of staff
shortages.
Mr. Abbott: I take issue with that. I think the coordinator need not relate
himself especially to the regular organization of the State Library. His job would
be for a certain purpose, and he should not be called upon to do any other job.
That is the point; he would be a full-time person for this purpose, and this
purpose only.
Mr, Smith: Who would make the selection of the coordinator? We are
going to have to have some local group to begin looking for a capable person-
regardless of who his responsibility is to before a program can be developed.
Mr. Abbott: It was our feeling primarily that should be the responsibility
of the Deputy State Librarian, but we realize there is no Deputy State Librarian.
We are assuming that he will soon be appointed and that he will give a high
priority to filling this position.
Mr. Bryan: It seems to me we are talking about two different things and
intermixing them one, the drawing up or development of a project, and two,
things that should be carried out within the project.
Edward Strable (J. Walter Thompson and Company): On the basis of
the reports of the group discussion leaders, I think we probably would agree that
there seems to be a tremendous amount of unanimity. At the present time we
seem to be writing a job description, and it is not clear just where we are going at
this point. Is it our purpose here to develop a broad program which will be
passed along some way or other to many of the groups out there? Or are we in
the process of working out the details of some of the main points that have been
made? Are we supposed to have a consensus about the five points that we feel
are most important, possibly with priorities given to one as most important
followed by a second, by a third, etc.?
Herbert Goldhor (University of Illinois Graduate School of Library
Science): Clearly from what has been said the implication is that it is the broad
program we want. As one of the people who called this conference I can assure
you that we do not tell anybody what to do. It is not for us to tell the State
Library that it has to appoint a coordinator or to tell the ILA it has to appoint
an ad hoc committee. However, we will certify all of these recommendations to
all concerned parties. It occurs to me that there is no point in certifying to the
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State Library only the recommendations that you suggest be implemented by
the State Library. We will certify all the recommendations to the State Library
and all of the recommendations to ILA, and hope that one or both of them will
do something. I would agree with the implication that it is much more important
for us to agree on a five-point program of what we think would be desirable to
be done. It is not for us to decide who is going to do each thing and exactly
when or how, unless we want to make some such recommendations.
Robert McClarren (North Suburban Library System): I would like to
ask the five groups what attention they gave to the problem of definition of
interlibrary cooperation. I did not detect it in any of the reports.
Miss McDonald: Group one did not go into this. The assumption was that
it is any technique for working together among or between different kinds of
libraries.
Mr. Bryan: It was our thought that it was fairly well defined by the
speakers and that we did not further need to pick it up here in our discussion
groups.
Mr. McClarren: I think we will be just as far along the route of coopera-
tion ten years from now as we are right now, because if you look analytically at
the premises that the various speakers used in their speeches you will see that
there are three or four different interpretations of what interlibrary cooperation
is. On the other hand we had one approach which viewed it really as an
administrative problem. It was intralibrary cooperation and I refer specifically
here to the presentation on Hawaii. Hawaii is an integrated administrative unit
and the examples of the work being done there really represented internal
problems. This was called interlibrary cooperation, but I would call it intra-
library cooperation. In our discussion group there was some indication that
cooperation means that the smaller library gets the generosity of the larger, that
the larger library cooperates with it by giving something. Although we some-
times permissively call this "sharing" library resources, in essence it is giving.
There is a broader definition to which I would subscribe in which interlibrary
cooperation is concentrated action for a common purpose without unduly or
perceptibly interfering with the priorities of any one of the cooperating agencies.
As it is for the common good, let us put the common good on a quid pro quo
basis, but before we proceed with any planning we need to have some under-
standing, some agreement of what we mean by interlibrary cooperation; other-
wise we assume the same goal but we find among the different presumably
cooperating units that there is a considerable divergence or to what the goals are.
Mr. Grable: Group five spent about the first hour and fifteen minutes of
our discussion trying to agree on what we meant by interlibrary cooperation. We
decided to completely ignore the library aspect of interlibrary cooperation and
to concentrate on its user aspects. I believe that our definition was: to provide
complete intellectual and physical access to the library resources of the state for
every user in regard to his work-related, recreation-related, and education-related
needs.
Orin Nolting (International City Managers Association and Special Con-
sultant to American Library Association): Since this meeting was called by the
University of Illinois and not by an organization such as ILA, the University's
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Library School staff has some responsibility, I think, of putting together the
consensus of this meeting as reported by these five papers and by this discussion.
After this I suppose the next step would be to go to ILA and the State Library,
or maybe ILA first, and indicate to them that the consensus here is that
somebody should pick up the ball at this point. The Library Development
Committee is an ILA committee, and even though there is no Deputy State
Librarian and the Library is short of staff, this is no reason for any delay. Dr.
Goldhor can tell us what he plans to do after he puts together the whole story of
what was said and done here.
Mr. Goldhor: As I indicated in response to Mr. Strable, we plan to send a
summary of this last discussion period (rather than waiting a year for the pro-
ceedings to come out) to all of the appropriate agencies and certainly to any of
those named in the recommendations with an invitation to do what they think
they can to proceed. It seems to me that there are at least two main points that
were mentioned sufficiently often that I take it the groups would all agree on.
One is that there be some sort of a plan to involve potentially all types of
libraries and all types of functions in a master organization. Just who would do
it, how long it would take, and other specifics need to be spelled out. The
availability of Title III funds makes it possible that it can be done. The second
idea was that of coordinator to collect information on projects that are going
now and to disseminate that inforamation to other libraries in the state, to
encourage more such projects, to lead discussion groups or meetings on a local
basis to get projects started that might contribute in the long run toward the
state plan that will also be going forward possibly simultaneously. Is there any
third point that was mentioned sufficiently often to represent the general con-
sensus?
Father Lang: I do not know if this would be a subsumed point or not, but
most of the people I talked to during the conference felt that the single most
specific, good new idea that perhaps has not been sufficiently bandied about in
library circles is the fact that, as we deal with our public, we should think of the
library and its functions in terms of the user rather than by type of library.
Basically that would seem to be the primary objective of this conference, that
we are trying to break down the lines between types of libraries and that the
user-oriented approach was the single great idea that might in a sense revolu-
tionize the entire approach to our services.
Mr. McClarren: In the group three discussions there was a suggestion
which may be implicit in what has already been said about local activities: that
perhaps some readily-identified and high-priority pilot projects might be funded
and incorporated into this activity.
Kathryn Gesterfield (Champaign Public Library, and chairman of ISL Title
III Advisory Council): It seems to me that this discussion has particular impor-
tance to the Title III LSCA subcommittee. In one of the first meetings we had
we talked about the same sort of coordinator as has been suggested here but we
never came to a conclusion. We also suggested a study of cooperation that
already exists and the reasons why other cooperative ventures do not exist in
Illinois; perhaps Mr. Wright has done this sufficiently for us now. We did not
draw up guidelines but we did toss around the idea of possibly having some Title
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III studies. I do think that a great many things are coming out of this discussion
and the papers we heard here, and that the Title III subcommittee would now
consider a study very carefully and make grants and some recommendations. I
do not say that we should be the ad hoc committee that would suggest a
coordinator but I do think that all of the new ideas that have come from this
group need to be considered very carefully by this subcommittee.
Mrs. Howe: It does seem to me that what we have heard is that we do not
want another organization started and that we should utilize the organizations
that we already have. It has been suggested that the systems directors have been
leaning over backward to demonstrate a true spirit of cooperation among
libraries and in the light of what the users want. In our group, and now I am
speaking for our group, we thought to use these systems as they are already
organized, right down to calling meetings. Even if they could get only two or
three people together at first, by adding gradually to the number they could get
interlibrary cooperation off the ground.
Mr. Goldhor: It seems to me that if we are going to have cooperation
between libraries of the same type, let alone between different types at the local
level, we need to have some sort of structure, some sort of mechanism, some
way of doing it instead of by a chance occasion when they happen to get
together. I was pondering how this could be built in and whether money could
be offered. It can not be legislated, you can make people get together in the
same room but you can not make them cooperate. A possible solution may be to
have the regional public library directors charged with the responsibility for
bringing together the librarians of academic, special, school, and member and
non-member public libraries alike, because this sort of cooperation can go for-
ward independently of what goes on within the regional system. They might be
able at least to make a beginning. In this connection too, I would like to tell you
of an experiment we hope to start in the Lincoln Trails Regional System. The
State Library gave the Library School its Title III allotment last year for "plan-
ning services" which we agreed could cover almost anything. One of the things it
covers is this conference; we are paying for it out of the Title III allotment. A
second thing we are going to do with it is to offer the Lincoln Trails Regional
Library $10,000 to hire a librarian for a year and pay his travel expenses and
salary to serve as a coordinator of relations with all other types of libraries in
eight, typically rural counties. This sort of thing has been done in urban areas
such as New York, specifically to promote relations between schools and public
libraries; but this proposed project would be not only for schools but academic
and special as well as public libraries. As far as we are concerned we do not care
if this person gets the academic and special libraries working together, not even
involving the public library. The only thing we are asking for our $10,000 is
some hard data. We want some figures. We want the librarian to keep some
records for us as to what the situation was before the project began and what
happened as a result. It is only a one-year effort; if it works astonishingly well,
maybe the System can support it or they can apply for a grant to continue it.
Mr. McClarren: There needs to be an immediate examination of the legal
authority for systems to perform activities of this kind which are beyond the
plans of service of the individual systems and the authority behind the plans of
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service of the individual systems which have the force of law, that is the rules
and regulations of the state. I know in our particular case there are some
activities which are wholly within public library administrative sphere of respon-
sibilities, for which the North Suburban Library System has been censored by
the State Library because these activities were not in its specific plan of service,
even though the service was something which I consider an administrative
responsibility in discharging our obligation to our member libraries. Even though
it was very clearly in the public library area, it became a matter of determination
as to whether the responsibility rested at the state level or at the local level. Now
here we are outside the public library domain specifically, and in order to
protect the systems and to authorize them to proceed there needs to be concern
given and hopefully some assurance that this is at least mandated in the sense
that there is authority in law.
George Curtis (River Bend Library System): I want to second that point,
because mainly the things we are doing with other types of libraries is to simply
get the strength that is available in these other libraries; we had to do it, it took
no genius to figure it out. It was suggested to us not to ask questions or get legal
advice as to whether we could or not, which we proceeded not to do. We simply
are doing it. I suppose there are certain dangers in it, but we will worry about that
when the time comes. I do think there ought to be some kind of a broadening of
the legal permissiveness of the program to be undertaken by the system.
Miss McDonald: The third recommendation of group one was that the
State Library assume some new responsibilities, that the State Library Advisory
Committee should recommend expansion of the present State Library orienta-
tion from the public library to include other sectors of the library community. If
necessary, the Advisory Committee should recommend statutory changes to
make this possible.
Mr. Goldhor: I thought the thrust of that was to expand the State
Library's scope.
Miss McDonald: Yes, but this would be necessary because the systems are
children of the State Library.
Seymour Schneider (Northeastern Illinois State College): Speaking for an
academic area I think that we ought to find out what we are able to get ourselves
involved in, because in some cases we are not able to do things. I do not know
about the other schools but we have certain limitations we must observe.
Mrs. Howe: I can not see how there is going to be any legal restriction on
whether you meet with these people and simply talk. I do not think I empha-
sized enough that the administrator should be there, e.g., your superintendent of
schools, because there is going to be some decision making and maybe he knows
some of the answers that we do not know.
Mr. Goldhor: Yes, as I understand it, the idea is that the directors of the
regional public library systems should have the responsibility for calling these
people together, but it is not for them then to tell Northeastern Illinois State
College that it has to open its collections to any high school student.
Mr. Schneider: I am thinking of financial considerations. But certainly we
can meet and talk, there is no objection to that.
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Marie E. Woodruff (Jacksonville State Hospital): I would like to take one
exception with you; you said that cooperation can not be legislated. I think that
the spirit of cooperation cannot be legislated but legislation can be passed that
prevents cooperation, thus the school systems are prevented legally from sharing
their resources, such as a film collection.
Father Lang: Along this same line, in answer to Mr. McClarren, the
problem of getting all to work together is a big one. There might have to be a
special relationship for private colleges, if they were to come into a system of
this sort. I would think that the majority of private colleges, unless they are
extremely young, would have sufficient materials of their own that are different
which would enhance the collections of Illinois libraries, so that those who
would be needing to do research in certain areas would benefit by the fact that
the private library is also in the system. But if you are going to fix a very specific
quid pro quo, it might be that the small college library would receive more than
it would give. We have loaned books in English for instance to St. Louis Univer-
sity graduates because the St. Louis University Library does not have them. We
have special collections in three or four fields which I know do not exist else-
where in the state of Illinois, so that colleges as old as we are would have much
to contribute. If there would be any legal barriers, they could easily be broken
down because our administartion would certainly see that we have things to give
to the other people and that we would certainly be receiving help from the
systematized library service that would be given.
Alice E. McKinley (DuPage Library System): I think it has been implicit
in what several people have said about this need for the systems to take some
leadership and about the need for legislation for that, but I would like to
reemphasize also the need for proper funding of any kind of action which would
need to be taken because I am sure that the system budgets for the most part are
stretched as far as they can go.
Mr. Goldhor: I do not think there is any implication that the system
would necessarily pay for any of these things. It is just that the system director
is the one logical person who would have general responsibility for this sort of
thing.
Miss McKinley: He is limited as far as staff is concerned. It takes time and
staff to do this, and it is a matter of paying for cooperation in that sense. There
must be consideration, as in New York State, not only to the system but also
funding from the college library's point of view; this is a very large funding
program.
Robert Carter (Lincoln Trails Regional Library): I think there is no
question that the broad purposes of the present public library system program,
as stated in the law, include working toward the improvement of library service
for all types of users, quite ignoring the organizational setup. There is the
additional fact that the systems are the only existent regional type of library
organizations we have in the state now to work with. These two things might be
the justification for the systems taking any lead at all. I hope no one will get the
feeling that we do not recognize the importance and interest and needs of
academic and school librarians. On my own part I feel some hesitation at the
thought that I should take any particular responsibility over and above these
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other people; I think we have to be careful not to arouse feelings of jealousy or
sensitivity on the part of people from these other types of libraries. The legalistic
kind of problem, about plans of service of library systems, really is just a
symptom of the kind of basic problem we have in the present pattern of admin-
istration of the public library systems in Illinois. Hopefully this will eventaully
pass away, and I do not think it is a barrier that we cannot get around, if we
concentrate first of all on this broad responsibility of the systems provided in
the law to work toward improvement of all types of library service and for all
types of users. Within my own area, there has already been a kind of grass roots
suggestion that the librarians themselves (including all types of libraries in the
area) form an organization, and I am sure we will try to do it.
Carolyn Crawford (Hawaii State Department of Education): I would like
to add a postscript to my paper. In reference to Mr. McClarren's comment about
"intra" departmental cooperation rather than "inter." We were speaking of
school and public library cooperation, but in Hawaii we have many libraries
within the cooperative system which are not under the jurisdiction of the state
librarian. We are at the point now where we are evaluating our ideas after four or
five years, and we have discovered that it is our special libraries that are feeling
the pinch this is something you may want to think about. They work with a
very special group of patrons, and in many cases they have only materials of
certain kinds in the Islands. It makes a very heavy load for them, since often
they do not have as much staff as the public libraries in proportion to the load.
Let me give you some advice based on our experience: 1) do not make
plans which are too grandiose, and think of them step by step; 2) accentuate the
positive in any communications that may go out, because the negative gets
plenty of publicity anyway; and 3), when you start, try to find a common goal.
We have been talking about this in the conference, and to me it is the key point.
Mr. Goldhor: Let's go back to the group one's recommendation about
the expansion of the interest of the State Library to other types of libraries. I
see no barrier with regard to academic and special libraries, but I do not see how
we can ask the legislature to say that the State Library should have an interest in
school libraries when the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction is
specifically charged with responsibility for school libraries. Did the group con-
sider that?
Miss McDonald: We did talk about it, yes. I think we should note that in
our present enabling act it says that the State Library is responsible for con-
sultant service to the schools. There is another law that puts this also in the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Because of the two laws we
have been phasing out our service to the schools on the assumption that since
the implementation of Title II (ESEA) is vested in Mr. Page's office, it is better
for the entire function to be there. We can probably take the responsibility for
school libraries out of our enabling act, but still word the enabling act so that we
can work with the office of another elected official. I do not think that that
should be too much of a barrier. I think that probably we would want to have
the State Library enabling act changed, and this was part of our group's recom-
mendation. Not that that State Library has not always been interested we have
always tried to keep up with what is going on in all these fields, but obviously
we have had to concentrate on the public library.
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Mr. Goldhor: One of your recommendations was for a study of who uses
the State Library. I do not understand the reason for that.
Miss McDonald: I was trying to interpret some of our lending policies as a
side aspect of our discussion, and some of the people in the group felt that this
matter of unserved areas has implications for interlibrary cooperation. Since the
system directors are turning their attention to this, someone suggested that it
might be useful for the system directors to know about these people from
unserved areas, what proportion of our work goes to serving unserved areas.
Probably the better we do our job in lending books to people who live in rural
areas, the less likely they are to be willing to tax themselves to provide their own
service locally and consequently go into a system.
Mr. Bryan: There is another point here that has just occured to me. Now
that the constitutional convention has been approved, I think we need to keep in
mind that the State Library exists only by law: there is no mention of it in the
present constitution. In view of the confusion resulting from the fact that there
is a responsibility for school library service in the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction, and also by the law in the State Library, I think it
behooves us, if there is a new constitution to be written, to try and cover this
point.
Miss McDonald: The recommendation of the COSGI commission report
on state government in Illinois that the Superintendent of Public Instruction
should be an appointed official and that various functions including the State
Library and the State historical library should be transferred to his Office has
met with very mixed emotions.
Mr. Stoffel: One of the reasons for the mixed reactions to the proposal is
that the Commission wanted to carry out the transferal of functions before the
position of Superintendent of Public Instruction was made appointive.
Miss McDonald: The COSGI commission did not make this recommenda-
tion; a law was introduced in the past session to carry this out without making it
an appointed office.
Mr. Goldhor: I suggest that after we get interlibrary cooperation estab-
lished throughout Illinois we then tackle the question of the proper place of the
State Library in Illinois state government.
I would like to go on with a brief report on the rest of the Title III money
we are spending. I have mentioned two projects so far: the grant to the Lincoln
Trails Regional Library and this conference. There are two other projects. One is
a bibliography that Mr. Rike (from the Library Research Center) is preparing, on
recorded experience all through the country with regard to cooperation between
libraries of different types within the last twenty-five years. It is a very difficult
matter to locate these reports since not many instances are written up in the
literature or indexed. But we are getting some and perhaps we will put out a
preliminary edition to get other people to write us of projects we have missed.
Then we will put out supplements or a revised edition. This is the sort of thing
that needs be done only once for the country, since there is no point in anyone
else doing the same thing for the period of time we cover. It would be exhaus-
tively indexed by type of library and by type of function that is involved in the
cooperative process. We will just report what we find; if any two libraries of
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different types want to consider going together and sharing reference services for
example, they can identify who has tried it before and by reading the reports
find out whether it worked well or not and what the problems were.
The fourth project is a study in Decatur of library resources in four types
of libraries. They have some good special libraries, particularly the one at the
Staley Manufacturing Company. Then there is the Millikan University Library
and the Decatur Public Library and the high school libraries. We will study their
collections on a sampling basis, reference books probably, and periodicals and
maybe notable books and so on, to see to what extent these different libraries
have duplicated each other. Duplication is not bad necessarily, but if everybody
is binding Life and nobody is binding Look it may be a result of each library
going its separate way. We then plan to present to the librarians there a couple of
propositions. For example, one is that we will pay each library a set fee, maybe
$.50 or a $1.00 for each book loaned to the patrons of any other local library,
for six months or a year, on condition that they keep records for us. Our hope
would be that at the end of the year we would be able to show that they are
lending no more books to the patrons of other libraries than their own patrons
are getting from these other libraries. If we are wrong, if the Staley Man-
ufacturing Company library is lending many books to the college and nobody
from Staley ever borrows anything from the college library, then that is going to
tell them what to do, and probably they will do it. This would all be written up
in time good, bad, or indifferent, and reported so that others might know what
was found.
Father Lang: I was wondering why there was no specific mention of
automation in relation to cooperation. Does this seem to be something so far in
the future that there is no sense in considering it at this time; is it just that
difficult to see how information can be gotten back and forth to different
people as a phase of cooperation?
Mr. Andrews: I feel on that score that there might possibly have been a
separate paper on automation but there is hardly a topic that was brought up for
discussion here in which automation might not play a specific part however,
there is a lot of money involved in writing programs and getting them to operate.
At the present time cooperation in sharing programs is excessively difficult
because even though a program is written for an IBM 360 model 30, in many
cases it can not be run on another computer of the same type because of
different peripheral equipment that is available; one system may be set up for
tape drives and somebody else might have discs.
Mr. Goldhor: The State Board of Higher Education is specifically looking
into this with regard to the university libraries. A special committee on libraries
has now been announced. Mr. Nolting, I wonder if you have any over-all view?
Do you see any progress?
Mr. Nolting: I certainly do. Some of the material presented here has been
a surprise to me and to all of us, such as the project you are undertaking in the
study of resources in Decatur. I think these are all areas we need to study, and to
learn from what other people are doing what we can apply to Illinois. I hope
that Illinois will in less than three years come up with a state plan which can be
submitted to the legislature as needed, but in many cases legislation will not be
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needed if you have authority to contract informally or on a written basis
between libraries, as municipalities already do in Illinois, very extensively in the
Chicago area. There is one thing mentioned by group one which is very impor-
tant, and that is starting at the top. If you do not get cooperation from the
mayor and the council and city manager, you do not get much cooperation
between departments and agencies of the city government. It has to be struc-
tured to some extent, it has to have perhaps an ordinance, a contract or rules
and regulations, and these have to come from the top. It has then to be carried
out by the department heads and their staffs. We do not get anything done
unless we start at the top to get it going, and then push and check-up and get
feedback. And when you get on a state-wide basis in developing a state plan of
cooperation between different types of libraries, this is of course a difficult
thing; but once you get people together as you have here and you do not find
any opposition ; you may find difficulties but these can be overcome . You try to
do what you can, not to start on too broad a basis, not to do too many things at
once, as has been suggested, and perhaps to take the easiest first; if you get any
one thing done, it usually leads to a lot of other things.
